
310 Electronic musical keyboards.

Full-size MIDI keyboard delivers rich stereo sound
Concertmate-980. Enjoy the full-size key feel and 5 octaves of a piano with the sound
of a symphony. 61 keys, 100 12 -note polyphonic sounds, 100 rhythms and 100 demo
songs. Backlit LCD display shows tone, rhythm, song, volume and tempo settings. Music
staff shows notes and chords played, plus has a metronome. MIDI-compatible-hook it
up to computer or other MIDI -compatible instruments. Transpose/tuning control, sustain
pedal jack.'/." headphone jack. Requires 6 "D" batteries or adapter: AC #273-1770/M,
DC #273-1815/M. Was $199.99 in '99 cat. Ira 42-4038.... New Low Price! 179.99

49 full-size keys and 100 preset
sounds-great for beginners
Concertmate-690. Features 100 preset auto -rhythms. Plus,
use the 100 sound presets to recreate everything from a piano
to horns and special effects. 8 -note polyphonic sound and
poly/texture key let you create almost any type of music.
Auto -accompaniment system, tempo controls and fill-in
rhythm. Demo tune. Add 6 "AA" batteries or adapter: AC
#273-1770/M, DC #273-1815/M. PO 42-4035 .. 99.99

- 37 -key mid -size keyboard is
ideal for kids or beginners
Optimus 420. 8 -note polyphonic sound, 50 tones, 30
rhythms, 30 demos and tempo control. 5 percussion pads.
Transpose control, sustain key. Dual speakers. Headphone
jack. Requires 6 "C" batteries or adapter: AC #273-1767/M,
DC #273-1810/M. 110 42-4033 59.99

Backlit LCD display
shows your selections of tone,
rhythm, song, volume, melody off
and tempo, while an on -screen mu-
sic staff and finger icons display the
note and chords played!

Keyboard not included

Stand securely holds any
keyboard up to 75 pounds
Keeps your keyboard steady and secure. Sturdy key-
board stand is very lightweight yet supports up to
75 pounds. It's quick and easy to assemble-no
special tools are needed. Keyboard sold separately.
110 42-4050 39.99

Keyboard
Getting Started Pack
Four books teach the basics of electronic music
keyboards. Explores the basics of using different
sounds, different rhythms, and using and creating
chords. Includes a songbook with today's top hits.
42-4047 9 99

Itaikdirdt.

MIDI: "Musical Instrument Digital Interface"-
language by which keyboards, other MIDI
instruments, and computers can communicate.
Your keyboard can interface with your PC for
music instruction, writing, recording or playing.

Polyphonic: Number of notes that can be
played simultaneously.

Touch Response: The harder you strike a key,
the louder and brighter the sound. The sound is
sensitive to touch, like a piano, for more expres-
sive playing.

Transpose: Allows you to change the pitch of
the keyboard into another key. Eliminates awk-
ward fingerings in difficult keys, and lets the key-
board be adjusted for singers, other instruments.

Tuning: Adjust pitch of keyboard to match other
instruments or recorded music.

Versatile keyboard
accessories

Sustain pedal. De-
press pedal to sustain
notes or chords. Fits
Concertmate 980 (top
left), MD -1100, MD -
1200, MD -1300, older
models, other brands.
RSU 10288520 .. 14.99

12 -foot high-speed
MIDI cable for error -
free performance.
Improved electronic
instrument timing deliv-
ers fewer data errors for
tighter music.
RSU 10443893 .. 29.99

MIDI kit with sound card cable. This kit has
everything you need to connect your PC to the ex-
citing world of MIDI. Features SeqMax Lite MIDI
software that allows you to easily record, mix and
score music on your own PC. With SoundBlaster
Pro- compatible, 15 -pin MIDI sound card cable.
Score, graphic editor and mixer windows.
RSU 10508034 34.99
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